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I. Multiple choice 

1.  The committee is concerned about the         targeted at seniors, so they are recommending 

a special study. 

A. served B. serving C. services D. serviced 

2.  This year’s annual sales conference and awards banquet was         indefinitely by the sales 

and marketing managers because of their busy schedules. 

A. adjourned B. belated C. paused D. postponed 

3.  With an important deadline        , the tired workers understood that overtime was, without a 

doubt, mandatory.  

A. emerging B. looming C. threatening D. undertaking 

4.  A new photocopier for the department can be purchased as soon as the forms are submitted,  

        not before. 

A. but B. for C. nor D. so 

5.  This airline ticket to Australia, with the travel         should go to the president’s office 

immediately. 

A. item B. itinerary C. trail D. trajectory 

6.  We         problems with the new magazine format, so a decision has been taken to return to 

the original style. 

A. have been B. have had C. had been D. had had 

7.  They realized that they would never succeed in         new contracts without a new business 

plan. 

A. baiting B. counting C. inducing D. securing 

8.  Janet had expected to be late so was pleasantly surprised when the taxi driver said her         

was on time. 

A. accord B. advice C. approval D. arrival 

9.  Factory workers often work together in pairs with a          responsibility to keep the line 

moving. 



A. coupled B. mutual C. partner D. relative 

10.  What Simon needs to do is leave         instructions with the janitor regarding the 

preparation of the room. 

A. allowable B. exceptional C. memorable D. special 

11.  As we speak, an         meeting is being held for all personnel by the vice president of 

finance. 

A. impetuous B. impulsive C. unpredictable D. unscheduled 

12.  The conference’s         speaker this year is a well-known and respected academic, Dr. 

Black Fellows of Tajen University. 

A. cornerstone B. keynote C. rampant D. topical 

13.  Our year-end figures are time-consuming to calculate, and we always         to submit them 

on time. 

A. struggle B. struggling C. struggler D. to struggle 

14.  It was astonishing how quickly Dr. White         to the top of his medical specialty. 

A. elevated B. grew C. increased D. rose 

15.  Funds for the         hospital wing were contributed by a number of wealthy individuals and 

corporations in the community. 

A. considered B. introduced C. proposed D. urged 

16.  During the meeting, Mr. Lee, the         , interrupted his employee several times with 

numerous unnecessary questions. 

A. boss B. client C. colleague D. interviewee 

17.  Management is well aware that the         of our employees are seldom late for work. 

A. majority B. maximum C. primary D. principal 

18.  I believe the personnel manager is interviewing the shortlisted         as we speak. 

A. campaigners B. candidates C. comrades D. companions 

19.  In spite of the recent problems, David is         the product will be ready for the customer 

next week. 

A. confident B. devoted C. forceful D. reliable 

20.  Guide dogs, also called seeing-eye dogs, are assistance dogs trained to lead blind or ______ 

impaired people around obstacles. 

A. visually B. audibly C. mentally D. usually 

21.  The project manager has seen and approved the          that his team members drafted for 

the new museum. 

A. blueprints B. photocopies C. background D. presentation 



22.  If you fail to ______ the requirements for good academic standing, you will be suspended from 

receiving financial aid. 

A. meet B. watch C. see D. look at 

23.  Rarely is         given to the opening of a new facility without prior approval of city hall. 

A. admission B. permission C. submission D. transmission 

24.  Johnson has recently         to the fact that virtually the entire sales force will receive a 

bonus. 

A. alluded B. believed C. eluded D. frequented 

25.  Lily          fell sick while traveling in India. 

A. inevitable B. evitable C. inevitability D. inevitably 

26.  I refuse to         with this nonsense any longer. Please stop it! 

A. sit up B. look up C. put up D. take up 

  

II.  Text completion 1 

Cuckoo clocks are famous around the world. At the strike of each hour, a wooden bird comes out 

of the clock and chirps happily. In clocks, they seem adorable, but real cuckoo birds are 

    27     cute. 

The female cuckoo is an unusual bird. Instead of making a nest for her eggs, she     28     

her eggs in the nest of another bird. Amazingly, the mother can produce eggs which    29     

those already in the nest.  

Then, the hardworking parents of the nest   30      the baby cuckoo as if it were their own. 

Since cuckoo chicks are often larger than the other chicks, the young cuckoo kicks the other babies 

out of the nest.    31   , the cuckoo chick can eat all of the food the unsuspecting parents bring 

back to the nest. 

 

27.  A. equal to B. anything but C. due to D. more than 

28.  A. lied B. lain C. lies D. lays 

29.  A. resolve B. restrict C. resemble D. reserve 

30.  A. feed B. seed C. eat D. lead 

31.  A. On the way B. In this way C. By the way D. In the way 

 

III. Text completion 2 

Since the dawn of history, people   32       the plants and animals around them to better use 

and appreciate these precious natural resources. With the rise of science in the 19th century, Charles 

Darwin contributed    33       to the understanding of nature than perhaps any other single 

individual. For his contributions, Darwin is sometimes called "The Father of Biology." 

Darwin's chief contribution was his Theory of Evolution by Natural Selection. Though he was 

not    34      in conceiving this theory, Darwin's reputation as a renowned biologist   35       

spread the idea throughout European and North American universities and research institutes. The 

concept that favorable adaptations could be transferred from generation to generation is a theory that 

still stands today. Certainly there has been no greater insight into the natural world than   36      



of Charles Darwin. 

 

32.  A. study B. studied C. were studying D. have studied 

33.  A. as much B. a lot C. more D. a great deal 

34.  A. lonely B. lonesome C. alone D. loneliness 

35.  A. helped B. provided C. offered D. turned 

36.  A. that B. this C. those D. these 

 

IV.  Reading comprehension 

   Beginning on Friday, October 1st, the company will host its 5th annual team building weekend. 

All employees will be guests of the beautiful Tajen Beach Resort, a 40-minute drive from our 

Pingtung headquarters. 

   Activities on the first day will include: a treasure hunt, tug-of-war, boat building, and a team 

relay. We will end the day in groups testing our puzzle-solving skills. On Day 2, you will learn from 

the industry experts. Several industry consultants will be on hand to provide focused sessions 

related to team building in a corporate environment. 

   Through the first day’s activities and guidance from our industry experts, our goal is to promote 

flexibility, creativity, innovation, and teamwork within our organization.  

   Dress for both days is casual. Be sure to bring your sports gear. All meals will be taken at the 

resort. 

   Participation is mandatory. We will meet at the company cafeteria for breakfast and then travel 

together to the resort by bus. 

 

 

37.  What is the purpose of the announcement? 

 A. To inform employees of an upcoming event. 

 B. To introduce some team building strategies. 

 C. To invite employees to two team breakfasts 

 D. To give a description of a beachfront hotel. 

38.  What is NOT true about the weekend? 

 A. It will teach employees to work together. 

 B. It will involve a bit of physical activity 

 C. It will be led by a group of amateurs. 

 D. It is an event the company holds yearly. 

39.  What will the participants eat during the weekend? 

 A. At the event venue 

 B. At the cafeteria 

 C. In a restaurant 

 D. In their rooms 

40.  What can be inferred about the weekend? 

 A. This is the last year it will be held. 

 B. Only staff can attend the event. 

 C. Participation is not compulsory. 

 D. The experts are company employees. 

 


